Ethel Harms was certified
as an Image Consultant in
1981, following a 21-year
modeling career.
Well known as a makeup
artist for fashion & commercial work, Ethel is an
Illusion Dressing expert,
has developed her Personal Color Palettes, complimentary colorcoordinated cosmetic line
and, is a guest speaker on
Image and Beauty related
subjects across the nation.
Ethel’s Image Classes are
designed for women who
want to update their look,
expand their creativity &
make a commitment to
looking their very best !
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BEAUTY

EH Color Makeup Lesson
Making up is easy…. when you know
how. Learn through easy-to-follow,
personalized instructions, how to balance your best features, compliment
your personal coloring, and create
beautiful, natural-looking makeup.
This lesson includes your own EH
Cosmetics makeup kit with your 4
best eye shadows, 2 blushes, and 1
lipstick or lip gloss in a convenient
platinum refillable compact. $125.00

Color Is a powerful force & an important consideration in all aspects
of our lives.
Learn how to make color choices
that flatter your personal coloring
and how to combine these colors
for a beautiful wardrobe that suits
your style.


Learn how to choose the correct values of color for your personal coloring.



See how to use light, bright, subdued
& dark colors for the most flattering
effects.



Learn how to determine your best
color combinations & how to choose a
print & solid colors that look like they
were made for you.



Be inspired by color combinations that
range from subtle to dramatic.

COLOR

EH Color Analysis
Based on personal color values and
intensity, this color system expands
the four seasons color concept & recognizes the unique harmony of your
hair, skin and eye colors, and their
relationship to all colors. These same
colors are then translated into color
choices that will enhance, flatter, and
compliment your wardrobe. Your hand
-picked color palette is carefully chosen to reveal your true color pattern ...Your colorstyle.
Makeup application, using EH Color Cosmetics is included. $250.00

